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Activating Your Blind

ATTENTION!
In order to protect your blind during transit, the motor has been placed in sleep mode.
Prior to installation please ensure that you give your blind(s) a full charge, a full charge should take no longer than 4-5
hours and will be indicated by a GREEN light on your charger.
When you start charging the blind, you will notice a small jog takes place, this is just the blind taking itself out of sleep
mode
Should you not have a charger you can still activate your blind(s) by following this simple process:
Press and hold the programming button on the motor head for 1 second, the blind will jog once confirming that it is now
awake
PLEASE NOTE: your blind will have limited charge – we therefore advise a full charge as soon as you are able
Your Motorised blind is now ready to use! The motor programming button will look different depending on the blind that
you have opted for:

PROGRAMMING BUTTON

PROGRAMMING BUTTON

Please note that we have set the upper/lower roll limits of the motor in accordance with your blind measurements. If you wish to change
these you can find the steps to do so on page 4.
If the motor has not being woken up correctly before operating the blind, you may experience some issues with limits etc not working.
This can be resolved by following ALL the steps on page 4.
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Motorised Roller Blind Fitting Instructions

Fitting The Blind:
Step 1 - Fitting the brackets

Note: The battery pack and motor for roller blinds comes pre-installed in the roller
tube so you do not need to fit this or make allowances for space to fit it.

TOP FIXING
Measure and mark the distance (D), allowing for obstructions like
handles that protrude into the recess area.
Hold each bracket into place and mark the hole positions.
Fit each bracket with suitable screws. Please ensure fixings are
suitable for the wall/surface to which you are mounting the brackets
FACE FIXING
Hold each bracket into place and mark the hole positions.
Fit each bracket with suitable screws. Please ensure fixings are
suitable for the wall/surface to which you are mounting the brackets

Step 2 - Fitting the blind
Hold the fully wound blind, insert the idle pin end
into the bracket as shown.
With the idle pin end in place, insert the control end
into the opposite bracket by depressing the pin end
then pull down vertically until the control end clicks
into place.

Note: The motor needs to be 'woken' from sleep
mode prior to use. You may wish to do this before
fitting the blind depending how easy it is to reach.
Please see page 2 for further details.

A Quick Note About Re-Charging Your Blind:
To re-charge your motorised blind simply connect your Somfy charger into the port in the in the end of the roller
tube. Depending on the position and space around your blind, you may need to take the blind down in order for the
charger to reach it.
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Operating Your Remote And Blind:
Pairing A Remote With A Motor:
Your remote should come pre-paired with the
blind that it belongs to. If not, please follow the
quick and simple step below to pair it.
/ STOP

On the remote, press and hold the UP and DOWN
buttons simultaneously until the blind jogs.*
*Moves up slightly then down once.

Note: Power should only be connected to the
blind/blinds being programmed. All other blinds
should be disconnected from their respective
power while programming is in progress.

Raising The Blind Up:

Lowering The Blind Down:

Press the UP button to start rolling the
blind upwards.
Press the MY button when the desired position
is reached to stop the blind.

Press the DOWN button to start rolling the
blind down.
Press the MY button when the desired position is
reached to stop the blind.

When you stop your blind, the fabric will 'roll down' a notch so as to settle in a 'stopped' positon.

To set up your 'Favourite Position' (MY button), please see page 6.
The blind will move at the pre-programmed speed. To change the speed, see page 6.
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Note: If the motor has not being 'woken up' correctly, prior to first using the blind
(as detailed on page 2), you may experience some issues with limits etc not
working. This can be resolved by following ALL the steps on this page.

Further Programming:
Please note that before changing your roll limits, the motor needs to be put in to 'programming' mode,
as below;
Putting the motor in programming mode:
Press and hold the program button on the motor head
for approx. 15 seconds.
The blind will 'jog' 3 times (up/down is one jog) within
this time frame.
PROGRAMMING
BUTTON

PROGRAMMING
BUTTON

The LED light on the motor head will flash green,
signalling the motor is ready for programming.

Changing your Up and Down limits:
Please follow these steps carefully and complete them in full to ensure correct programming.

1. Connect your remote to the motor by pressing the Up button and Down button
simultaneously until the blind jogs (moves up/down slightly).
2.Move the blind to your desired Up limit. This is the upper most position you would want
the blind to roll up to. Press the My button to stop the blind at your desired Up limit, the
blind will jog once.
3.Set the Up position - Briefly press the Down and My buttons simultaneously. The blind will
start rolling down. Press the My button to stop at your desired drop (or down limit).
4.Set the Down position - Briefly press the Up and My buttons simultaneously. The blind will
move upwards and stop at your programmed Up limit.
5.Confirm your limit settings. Press and hold the My button for 2 seconds. The motor will jog
once.
6. Record your settings and remote to motor memory.
Quick press the program button on the back of the remote and the motor should jog.
Please note that your blind is sent out with a 'Situo' remote as default
where the programming button is underneath the casing. This can easily
be clipped off and back on.
If you have purchased other remotes, you may find that the programming
button is visible on the back without removing the casing.
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Further Programming:
Changing The Roll Direction:
If you do not want or need to change your roll direction (eg. pressing Up rolls the blind down), please skip
this page.
If you do need to change the roll direction you first need to put the blind in 'programming mode' as detailed
on page 2, then follows steps 1 to 8 below.
Please note that every time you put your blind in programming mode, it will reset any roll limits you may
have made back to default, which is why we include re-setting this in the steps below. Even if you have not
or do not wish to change your roll limits please do so as failure to follow the steps in full, could lead to the
limits not working or programming mode not being completed.
1. Connect your remote to the motor by pressing the Up button and Down button simultaneously until the
blind jogs.
2. Press either Up or Down to move the blind a little.
3. Press and hold the MY button for 2 seconds until the motor jogs. This will swap the roll direction as it is
mapped to the Up/Down buttons on your remote around so that Up now rolls the blind down.
4. Move the blind to your desired Up limit. Press the My button to stop the blind at your desired Up limit, the
blind will jog once.
5. Set the Up position - Briefly press the Down and My buttons simultaneously. The blind will start rolling
down. Press the My button to stop at your desired drop (or down limit).
6. Set the Down position - Briefly press the Up and My buttons simultaneously. The blind will move upwards
and stop at your newly programmed Up limit.
7. Confirm your limit settings - Press and hold the My button for 2 seconds. The motor will jog once.
8. Record your settings and remote to motor memory. Quick press the program button on the back of the
remote and the motor should jog.
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Further Programming:
Note: When programming the different aspects, the blind will be required to jog (moves up slightly then down once) to
confirm the programmed action.

Setting Your Favourite Position:
1. Press the UP or DOWN button until the blind is in your preferred position, then press the MY button to
stop it. If necessary, adjust the desired position by pressing either the UP or DOWN button.
2. Press and hold the MY button until the blind jogs (no more than 5 seconds). The fabric roll position
has now been stored to memory as the 'favourite position'.
3. To action your favourite position, simply press the MY button on your remote and the blind will
automatically move to the set position.
4. To set a new MY button position, simply re-follow steps 1 and 2 again.

Increasing The Roll Speed:
1. To increase the roll speed, press the MY and UP buttons until the blind jogs once.
2. There are 4 speed settings, so repeat step 1 as needed.
3. The maximum setting has been reached when the blind briefly moves 3 times in one direction then 3
times back in the other direction.
Decreasing The Roll Speed:
1. To reduce the roll speed, press the MY and DOWN buttons until the blind jogs once.
2. There are 4 speed settings so repeat step 1 as needed.
3. The minimum setting has been reached when the blind briefly moves 3 times in one direction then 3
times back in the other direction
Note: The motor has 4 speed settings, each action increases or decrease the speed setting by 1.
When the min or max speed has been reached, the blind will no longer respond to attempts to change this setting.
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Further Programming:
Note: When programming the different aspects, the blind will be required to jog (moves up slightly then down once) to
confirm the programmed action.

Pairing A Second Remote:
1. Using a paper clip or pen, press and hold the PROGRAM button on the back of the original remote* until
the blind jogs once.
2. Using a paper clip or pen, press and hold the PROGRAM button on the back of the new remote* until the
blind jogs once.
New remote is now added to the memory and can be used to operate the blind.
*The program button on a Situo RTS (standard remote supplied with a motorised roller blind) is underneath the back
casing which can easily be clipped off and back on.

Deleting A Remote:
1. Using a paper clip or pen, press and hold the PROGRAM button on the back of the original remote* until
the blind jogs once.
2.Using a paper clip or pen, press and hold the PROGRAM button on the second remote until the blind jogs
once.
Second remote is now deleted and will not operate the blind.
*The program button on a Situo RTS (standard remote supplied with a motorised roller blind) is underneath the back
casing which can be slid off and on.

Factory Reset:

The motor head will look different depending on the blind you have opted for:

To restore the motor to factory settings:
Press and hold the PROGRAM button,
located on the motor head, for approx. 12
seconds. The blind should jog 3 times to
confirm this has been done.
PROGRAMMING
BUTTON

PROGRAMMING
BUTTON

